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12 months

22 working group and drafting committee meetings

1,100 hours

PRESERVATION PLAN WORKING GROUP
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GOAL

Replace Austin’s 1981 preservation plan with 
an inclusive, equity-focused, and community-
oriented process and outcome
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COMMUNITY-BASED PROCESS

Equity-based preservation plan
WHAT Draft plan

• Vision
• Draft recommendations

Engage community
• Refine/expand framework
• Timeline and metrics
• Partners

ENGAGEMENT Preservation Plan Working 
Group, with targeted input

Grounded in broad, inclusive 
community engagement

WHEN 2021-22 2022-23
GOAL Draft framework Plan adoption
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COMMUNITY-BASED PROCESS

Equity-based preservation plan
WHAT Draft plan

• Vision
• Draft recommendations

Engage community
• Refine/expand framework
• Timeline and metrics
• Partners

ENGAGEMENT Preservation Plan Working 
Group, with targeted input

Grounded in broad, inclusive 
community engagement

WHEN 2021-22 2022-23
GOAL Draft framework Plan adoption

July ‘22
ULI Technical 
Assistance Panel

Fall ‘22 - Summer ‘23
Community outreach & 
engagement around draft plan
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COMMUNITY-BASED PROCESS

Professional 
facilitator

Icons from the Noun Project: Community by Gan Khoon Lay, focus group by mikicon, committee by Adrien Coquet
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COMMUNITY-BASED PROCESS
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✔Affordable housing advocate
✔Archaeologist
✔Architect
✔Attorney
✔Business owner
✔City board or commission
✔Community member
✔Contractor
✔Developer

Economic development
organization (withdrew)

✔Educational institution
✔Engineer
✔Heritage organization

COMMUNITY-BASED PROCESS

Heritage tourism professional
(withdrew)

✔Historic property owner
✔Historical commission (City,  

County, State)
Landscape architect (withdrew)

✔Neighborhood association
✔Preservation organization
✔Preservation consultant
✔Religious institution
✔Social justice organization
✔Urban planner/planning 

organization
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• 170 responses to community 
heritage survey

• 19 community members in 3 
focus groups

• City staff from 12 departments
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Historic preservation in Austin actively engages communities in 
protecting and sharing important places and stories. Preservation 
uses the past to create a shared sense of belonging and to shape an 
equitable, inclusive, sustainable, and economically vital future for all.

COMMUNITY-BASED VISION
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CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
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Does the proposed recommendation… Yes / No

1. Reinforce the plan’s vision?

If Yes, does the proposed recommendation…
- 0                   +

No /            Neutral           Yes / 
harms                          benefits

2. Respect community-based knowledge? Is it based on community-identified needs and input?

3. Increase equitable access to information about historic preservation and equip people to take 
action? Is it clear to people without previous preservation experience?

4. Recognize and honor the cultures, historic assets, traditions, and stories of historically marginalized 
communities in meaningful ways?

5. Ground its reasoning and expected outcomes in good practices around equity, including racially 
disaggregated data?

6. Balance big-picture thinking with specific, actionable, measurable items that recognize and redress 
historical inequities, both isolated and systemic?

7. Improve access to preservation policies, programs, tools, and incentives for communities of color and 
low-income communities?

8. Avoid creating financial or other burdens for communities of color and low-income people? If yes, 
are there opportunities to mitigate these impacts? Does it place responsibility on institutions to address 
historical disparities in historic preservation policies, programs, and tools?

9. Advance affordability, economic opportunities, and environmental sustainability for everyone, and 
especially for communities of color? If not, are there opportunities to do so?

10. Engage and empower historically marginalized communities to actively participate in 
implementation?

EQUITY FRAMEWORK
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CREATING DRAFT RECOMMENDATIONS

DIRECTION CREATION REVIEW REVISION

Focus groupsWorking group

Working group

Technical 
Advisory 
Group

Dept. leadership

Drafting committee

Staff
Staff

Drafting 
committee

equity 
framework

Added to 
draft plan

Preservation Plan Committee (HLC)
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1. Tell Austin’s full history

2. Recognize cultural heritage

3. Preserve archaeological resources

4. Stabilize communities

5. Support environmental sustainability

6. Engage and empower communities

7. Support people doing the work

8. Engage new partners

9. Proactively identify important places

10. Follow good designation practices

11. Support stewardship of community assets

12. Be strategic with review

13. Protect historic resources

14. Implement the plan collaboratively

DRAFT RECOMMENDATIONS  Goals

What we preserve

Who preserves

How we preserve
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Cara to introduce co-presenters as members of the working group



1. Tell Austin’s full history

2. Recognize cultural heritage

3. Preserve archaeological resources

4. Stabilize communities

5. Support environmental sustainability

DRAFT RECOMMENDATIONS  What we preserve

Goals

17

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Intro



Tell Austin’s full history

DRAFT RECOMMENDATIONS  What we preserve

1

Images: Lung House National Register nomination, Montinique Monroe for The Austin Chronicle, Austin LGBT Coalition on Aging
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The first is To Tell Austin’s Full History. This goal acknowledges our rich and complex history, and the fact that we’ve mostly heard stories about the people in power, who were most often wealthier white men.Draft recommendations that meet this goal address the need to gather stories about historically marginalized communities, and to document places that have been lost.They also speak to the need to  engage community members in sharing and celebrating why places matter to them. Some of our recommendations include telling often complicated stories through signage, maps, and other creative methods like podcasts and events, all with meaningful community involvement.



DRAFT RECOMMENDATIONS  What we preserve

2 Recognize cultural heritage

Strongly support iconic longstanding legacy businesses that contribute to Austin’s 
unique character and heritage.
Economic Development Department activities like the Legacy Business Relief Grant 
offer a strong baseline. Ensure that legacy businesses benefit from existing and new 
programs by providing coordinated marketing/promotion, technical assistance, and 
streamlined regulation for a wide variety of legacy businesses; offering dedicated 
need-based funding and tax relief; and creating a "legacy business” points category 
for funding opportunities. Conduct focused outreach to businesses owned by people 
of color about opportunities and work with them and other stakeholders to identify 
gaps.

19

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Historic preservation typically focused on safeguarding tangible places like buildings that can be touched. But cultural heritage adds meaning and a sense of belonging to places, and is increasingly recognized as a valuable aspect of preservation.This goal includes a few types of cultural heritage, but in this recommendation excerpt we highlight legacy businesses because it recognizes the importance of iconic local businesses, as well as the need to connect them with resources that already exist.



DRAFT RECOMMENDATIONS  What we preserve

3 Preserve archaeological resources

20

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
By providing City Staff in relevant depts with ready access to archaeological expertise [through trained staff or consultants on call]We could explore archaeological review for large projects in areas with high probability for archaeological sites-- as shown by the darker areas in this map mostly on the outskirts of the city.



DRAFT RECOMMENDATIONS  What we preserve

4 Stabilize communities

• Retain more older buildings and encourage ADUs through flexible zoning and 

a streamlined development review process

• Support low- and moderate-income property owners, especially seniors and 

families who want to stay in an inherited property

Images: UT News (center), Public City (right)
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
! The draft plan recognizes that people add essential meaning to places.! The draft recommendations support incentives and process changes that help people stay in place and create more affordable living space



DRAFT RECOMMENDATIONS  What we preserve

5 Support environmental sustainability

Image: The Cielo Property Group (right)
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There are substantial external costs associated with demolition, in addition to the loss of housing units that are often more market-affordable.The draft plan recommends making it easier to retain buildings: ideally in place, but - if that’s not possible - relocating them. When neither is feasible, deconstruction and materials-salvage should be incentivized as a preservation effort. HAND OFF TO JULIA BROOKINS 



DRAFT RECOMMENDATIONS     Who preserves

6. Engage and empower communities

7. Support people doing the work

8. Engage new partners
Goals
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Good evening. My name is Julia Brookins; I am a resident of the Dawson neighborhood. I’ll be giving an overview of the goals and draft recommendations that address the question, “Who preserves?”



DRAFT RECOMMENDATIONS     Who preserves

Engage and empower communities

Images: Buffalo’s Young Preservationists (left), City of San Antonio (center)
24

6

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Goal #6 is to Engage and empower communities. This goal includes 11 recommendations that cover a range of important issues:Making it easier to participate in public decision-making; Helping people access knowledge and preserve community stories; Improving the City’s historic processes; Developing accessible materials about historic preservation and related topics; Educational programming for youth and other community members--and more.The focus of all these recommendations is on inviting community members to share, celebrate, and preserve stories and our built heritage.



DRAFT RECOMMENDATIONS     Who preserves

7 Support people doing the work

• Highlight local craftspeople and career pathways

• Ensure that commissioners, community ambassadors, and City staff 

have access to regular trainings and resources

• Reduce participation barriers to City boards and commissions

Images from the Noun Project: Construction worker by IconTrack, group by mikicon, conversation by ProSymbols, person with tablet by irene hoffman
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This goal is pretty straightforward: to recognize the professionals and volunteers who maintain, rehabilitate, and safeguard our historic resources.Our group’s draft recommendations in this area seek to increase baseline public awareness about local craftspeople, career pathways, and resources for property owners.They address the importance of regular trainings for Historic Landmark Commission members, community ambassadors, and other City staff.And they include a couple of recommendations from the working group for all City boards and commissions, which are intended to reduce barriers to participation for lower-income residents and caregivers.



DRAFT RECOMMENDATIONS     Who preserves

8 Engage new partners

Image: Funeral for a Home/Temple University
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This goal is manifested throughout the draft recommendations, as broadening the reach of preservation work and its benefits to people who haven’t been involved in previous efforts is essential both for increasing preservation activity and for making it more equitable. The goal also recognizes that a diverse array of organizations, community institutions, and City departments have overlapping interests in remembering and retaining local stories and places.Recommendations here include developing strategies to reach more diverse audiences, including with direct outreach and proactive engagement; raising awareness of preservation’s benefits; and working with trusted people and organizations to reach people.I will now hand it over to Meghan King to outline “How we preserve”



9. Proactively identify important places

10. Follow good designation practices

11. Support stewardship of community assets

12. Be strategic with review

13. Protect historic resources

14. Implement the plan collaboratively

DRAFT RECOMMENDATIONS   How we preserve

Goals
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Very quick re-intro: your name, that you’ll be giving an overview of the goals and draft recommendations that speak to “How we preserve”



DRAFT RECOMMENDATIONS   How we preserve

9 Proactively identify important places

surveyed areas

Image: Austin History Center (left)
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
It’s important to know what we have, so we can be proactive in recognizing and preserving important resources. Proactive identification also helps make sure that we’re using our resources strategically.Many of the draft recommendations under this goal focus on historic resource surveys: right now, a lot of the city hasn’t been surveyed yet, as you can see by the areas of the map in yellow. The plan also recognizes that not all important places are architecturally significant. Community engagement, thematic context statements, and other research methods will help to identify essential stories and associated properties.



DRAFT RECOMMENDATIONS   How we preserve

10 Follow good designation practices

• Keep the bar high for historic landmark designation--while creating better 

pathways to recognize properties that tell important stories but are not 

architecturally significant

• Reinforce historic preservation and displacement prevention goals with a time-

limited incentive for newly designated historic landmarks and districts

• Allow scattered resources joined by a significant theme to be designated 

together

Images from the Noun Project: Buildings by P Thanga Vignesh, street by Laurent Genereux 29

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is a broad goal that includes both technical recommendations and proposals for incentives.The more substantial of these recommendations focus on making designation more effective while maintaining high standards.This includes keeping the bar high for landmark designation while creating pathways for landmarks that tell important stories but are not architecturally significant. Reinforcing historic preservation and displacement prevention goals with an incentive for newly designated landmarks and districtsAllowing for scattered resources joined by a specific theme to be designated together



DRAFT RECOMMENDATIONS   How we preserve

11 Support stewardship of community assets

• Provide people with clear information about preservation and rehabilitation 

when they need it

• Ensure preservation incentives support preservation and rehabilitation in an 

effective and equitable way

• Explore how a Transfer of Development Rights

(TDR) program could support preservation of

smaller-scale historic buildings

30

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This goal focuses on supporting the property owners and building professionals who are the stewards of our historic resources.It includes draft recommendations for providing more information and resources, both to historic property owners and owners of older buildings that aren’t designated.Other draft recommendations aim to make existing incentives more effective and equitable, and propose consideration of new incentives.It’s important here to mention that the draft recommendations suggest exploring exploration of any major changes rather than recommending the direct, immediate changes outright. The plan offers signposts for deeper-dive community processes and in-depth analysis.



DRAFT RECOMMENDATIONS   How we preserve

12 Be strategic with review

31

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This goal recognizes that Austin is changing at a rapid rate and that there will always be less time than we’d like to evaluate changes. It also recognizes the need to be strategic with staff resources to move forward the many other important recommendations in the plan.The draft plan gets into more specifics, but the draft recommendations in this section are technical proposals for how we can spend staff time strategically, engage and empower communities, and create more predictability for property owners and developers.



DRAFT RECOMMENDATIONS   How we preserve

13 Protect historic resources

● Clearly communicate requirements

● Be proactive

● Follow through

32

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This goal primarily focuses on protection and enforcement, with draft recommendations falling in 3 buckets: be clear about expectations, proactively inspect projects in progress, and follow through with enforcing violations.A non-punitive solutions process is recommended for first-time violations to help people avoid issues in the future.These recommendations will require close work with the Development Services Department, Austin Code, the Law Department, and related City commissions.



DRAFT RECOMMENDATIONS   How we preserve

14 Implement the plan collaboratively

Graphic: Community Commons
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is the last goal, and an exciting one. It recognizes that, to be effective, the equity-based preservation plan needs to be implemented with community, organizational, and City partners.The draft recommendations under this goal speak to meaningful engagement of diverse community members in making changes. The draft plan was developed collaboratively by the Preservation Plan Working Group--26 community members who come from many backgrounds and all parts of Austin. It’s exciting to think of continuing that shared ownership as draft recommendations are refined, then implemented--and it’s essential to the success of the plan’s vision.



WHAT COMES NEXT?

Raise awareness of historic preservation
“Grow the tent” for more in-depth engagement

Engage community to refine draft plan
Identify gaps, refine and prioritize recommendations
Develop timeline, identify partners and metrics
Estimate costs for priority recommendations

Plan adoption
Presentations to boards and commissions
Presentation to Council
Adoption by Council

• Prioritize outreach and 
listening to historically 
marginalized communities

• Hire community 
ambassadors

• Continue consulting with 
working group
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WHAT COMES NEXT?

Soft launch (fall 2022)
Raise awareness of historic preservation
Provide the draft plan for community feedback
Board and commission briefings
Invite community members to help inform effective engagement
Recruit community ambassadors

Outreach and engagement campaign (spring 2023)
Broad, inclusive outreach
Public meetings and presentations to community organizations
Events, tours, focus groups
& more

• Prioritize outreach and 
listening to historically 
marginalized communities

• Hire community 
ambassadors

• Continue consulting with 
working group
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Sign up for the project email list

Tell us what’s important to you in the community survey (coming soon)!

Watch for the formal release of the draft this fall

WHAT COMES NEXT?

www.bit.ly/ATXpresplan
36

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Cara: figure out a way to provide low-key information about the draft plan release



WHAT COMES NEXT?

www.bit.ly/ATXpresplan
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Cara: figure out a way to provide low-key information about the draft plan release



www.bit.ly/ATXpresplan
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